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Three numerical invariants of graphs-the independence number, the clique- 
covering number, and the Rosenfeld number-are studied in relation to them- 
selves and to the strong product of two graphs. Applications are made to 
limiting values, such as capacity. Some constructions exhibit the independence 
number of the strong product C, @ C, of odd cycles and of higher (strong) 
powers Cmk of certain odd cycles C, . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [9], Shannon gave a sufficient condition on a graph G for the indepen- 
dence number /3 to be multiplicative on the strong product G @ H of two 
graphs. Then, in [8], Rosenfeld showed this condition to be not necessary 
and proved another condition necessary and sufficient, thereby introducing 
an invariant we call p, the Rosenfeld number. We also introduce a third 
invariant, the clique-covering number CT of a graph G. 
In this paper, we establish the relationships between fi, p, and 0, and 
their behavior on the strong product of two graphs, especially on strong 
products of cycles. p is shown to be always multiplicative, while the con- 
dition of Shannon is seen to be sufficient, but not necessary, for u to be 
multiplicative. A necessary and sufficient condition for u to be multiplica- 
tive is established. Finally, we calculate j? and (T on strong products and 
powers of certain classes of odd cycles. 
The results given here are closely related to work by Baumert [l], 
Erdos, McEliece, and Taylor [2], and McEliece and Taylor [7]. The 
problem of determining the behavior of all invariants on all graph products 
is in its infancy. Harary and Wilcox [4] have compiled a list of the most 
popular graph products, and Yang [5] has treated a simple case of /3 on the 
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“disjunction” of two graphs. This paper concerns the only other case 
studied. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Our graphs are finite, undirected, and without loops or multiple edges. 
For each graph G, V(G) and E(G) are its vertex and edge sets, respectively. 
Edges are denoted as pairs [v, w] of distinct vertices. For U, w  E V(G), 
d(v, W) is the minimal path length from v to w. A set WC V(G) is indepen- 
dent if no two vertices in W are adjacent. A set Q C V(G) is a cZique if 
every two distinct vertices in Q are adjacent and if Q is maximal with 
respect to this property. A collection V of cliques is a clique-cover of G if 
Uo.wQ = V(G). A map 4 : V(G) + V(G) is preserving if it preserves 
non-adjacency, and G is said to be reducible if there exists on V(G) such 
a map q5 whose image is independent. A non-negative real-valued function 
fon V(G) is admissible if for each clique Q, Cv.of(v) ,< 1. A non-negative 
function g on the cliques Q of G is *-admissible if, for each v E V(G), 
Lo g(Q) 3 1. 
The strong product G, @ G, of two graphs is the graph G such that 
V(G) = V(G,) x V(G,) and the edge [(vl , v,), (wl , we)] E E(G) iff 
(i) v1 = w1 and [v~, wz] E E(G,), or 
(ii) b1 , w,] E E(G,) and v2 = w2, or 
(iii) [vl , 4 E E(G) and Iv, , el E E(G). 
If G = Gi @ G, and v E V(G,), G(v) will mean the cross-section of G at v. 
iS, is the complete graph on n vertices. For 12 > 3, C, is the n-cycle. The 
vertices of C, are labeled in order: 0, 1,2,..., 12 - 1, so that the labels can 
be used in descriptions and calculations involving the vertices; e.g., the 
vertices m and m’ are adjacent in C,, iKm - m’ = fl(mod n). 
Finally, for x E R we shall use the following: 
Lx](l) = lx] = greatest integer less than or equal to x; 
lx](“) = [xlxpl’] 9 for n>l; 
[x](~) = least integer greater than or equal to x; 
[xl(“) = [x[x]‘+l’], for n > 1. 
(1) 
3. THE INVARIANTS 
The independence number of G, ,8(G), is the number of vertices in a 
maximum independent set of G. The clique-covering number of G, a(G), is 
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the number of cliques in a minimum clique-cover of G. The Rosenfeld 
number of G, p(G), is defined in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. If G is a graph, then 
sup /u~~,,f(u) 1 f admissibZe/ = inf [ ag,Gjg(Q) / g+-admissibZe/, 
(2) 
and this number is denoted p(G). 
Proof. Consider the two-person zero-sum game on G, where player 
A chooses a vertex u and player B chooses a clique Q. The only payoff 
occurs if o E Q, and then B wins one dollar. The left-hand side of (2) is 
seen to be the reciprocal of A’s expected loss using optimal mixed strategies. 
Likewise, the right-hand side is the reciprocal of B’s expected gain using 
optimal mixed strategies. By the fundamental theorem of games, these are 
equal. 
It is straightforward to verify that, for any graph G, /3(G) < p(G) < o(G). 
The following simple examples show that all combinations of these 
inequalities are possible: 
ExampleI. fl=p= u. For k 2 2, we have that /3(C,,) = p(C,,) = 
u(G3 = k 
Example 2. /3 < p < (T, For k > 2, we have that /3(C,,,,) = k, 
p(G+J = (2k + W, dGc+d = k + 1. 
Example 3. p = p < cr (Rosenfeld [S]). If G is a graph made up of 
two copies of C, , along with five more vertices, each of which is adjacent 
to all ten vertices of the two copies of C, , we have B(G) = p(G) = 5, 
u(G) = 6. 
Example 4. /?J < p = U. If G is the cycle C, with extra edges [0,4] and 
[l, 51 we have p(G) = 3, p(G) = u(G) = 4. 
Finally, it follows easily that a graph G is reducible if and only if 
B(G) = p(G) = u(G). 
4. STRONG PRODUCT BEHAVIOR 
We will show that p is multiplicative and also governs both the super- 
multiplicativity of p and the submultiplicativity of u. First, we observe 
that any clique Q in the strong product G @ His the product Qc x QH of 
cliques in G and H, Then, we have 
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THEOREM 4.1. If G and H are graphs, p(G @ H) = p(G) . p(H). 
Proof. Let j; and fi be admissible functions on G and H, respectively. 
Definefon G 0 H byf((v, w)) = h(u) .f2(w). For any clique Q in G 0 H, 
we have by the observation above, 
Thus f is admissible and 
so that P(G 0 H) > p(G) . p(H). 
By a similar argument, defining a function g on the cliques of G @ H, 
we obtain the reverse inequality P(G @ H) < p(G) + p(H), implying 
finally P(G @ H) = p(G) . p(H). Q.E.D. 
It is obvious that, for all graphs G and H, 
and 
P(G 0 ff) 2 B(G) . P(H) (3) 
o(G @ H) < u(G) . o(H). (4) 
If equality holds in (3) for all H, G is universal. If equality holds in (4) for 
all H, G is *-universal. The possibilities for inequality are settled in the 
following theorem, in which (5) was hinted at by Rosenfeld in [S]: 
THEOREM 4.2. For graphs G and H, 
B(G 0 H) G p(G) * B(H), (5) 
u(G 0 f0 3 p(G) * GO (6) 
Proof. If S is maximum independent in F = G @ H, let s, = / F(v) n S 1, 
for v E V(G). By the definition of strong product, it follows that, for a 
clique Q of G, Cu60s, < /3(H). Thus, f(u) = &,/p(H) is admissible on G; 
and 
B(GOH)= ISI = c sv = rSW> c fk> G P(G) /WO 
veVLG) IJE I’(G) 
If V is a minimum clique-cover of G @ H, and Q is a clique of G, let co 
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be the number of cliques in C which project to Q in G (recalling the obser- 
vation that cliques in G @ Hare products of cliques from G and H). Then, 
for each vertex u in G, CV.cco 3 o(H). Thus, g(Q) = co/u(H) is *-admis- 
sible on G; and 
o(G@H)= 1% = c 
CJEV 
CCJ = u(H) Qxq g(Q) 2 P(G) GO 
E Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.2 and remarks in Section 3 yield this extension of Shannon’s 
theorem: if G is reducible, then G is universal and *-universal. Examples 3 
and 4 above verify that reducibility is necessary for neither of these 
conclusions. By (5), /3(G) = p(G) is sufficient for G to be universal, and 
Rosenfeld [8] proved it necessary. By (6), u(G) = p(G) is sufficient for G to 
be *-universal, and modification of work by McEliece and Posner [6] 
have established its necessity. Thus, we have 
COROLLARY 4.3. (i) G is universal zxp(G) = p(G). 
(ii) G is *-universd ifSo = p(G). 
5. CAPACITY AND EXTENT 
Limiting values of /3 and u on strong powers of G produce two additional 
invariants: 
capacity of G = B(G) = $+i m, 
extent of G = X(G) = $+i da(GIZ>. 
It follows immediately from (3), (4), (5), and (6) that, for any graph G, 
and 
B(G) G e(G) < ~((3 
(7) 
p(G) < 4’3 < u(G). 
McEliece and Posner [6] recently showed that, for all G, h(G) = p(G). 
Although it is obvious that, if G is universal, O(G) = p(G), 6’ is unknown 
for all other graphs. The smallest non-universal graph is C, , and it was 
Shannon’s first attempts to determine O(C,) that motivated the more recent 
work on invariants and capacity. We now see that the real interest lies 
in odd cycles, in general. 
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6. THE ROLE OF ODD CYCLES 
For an even cycle C,, , k >, 2, it is immediate that &C,,) = p(C,,) = 
u(C,,) = k; thus C,, is reducible, universal, *-universal; and e(C,,) = 
A(&) = k. 
Therefore, the interest lies in odd cycles C,,,, , k > 2, where we have 
that 
BtG,+d = t 2k 2+ ’ ] = k, 
2k + 1 
P(Gc+d = 2 Y 
and 
4G+,) = i 
2k + 1 
2 1 
=k+l. 
Thus, such a C,,,, is neither universal nor a-universal. In fact, it follows 
from a result due to Gallai [3] that, unless a graph G contains such a 
C 2K+1, G is reducible and O(G) = X(G) = /3(G). We therefore turn to 
computing j3 and (T on products of odd cycles. 
7. PRODUCTS OF ODD CYCLES 
For p and G to be non-multiplicative on G @ H, we see that both G and 
H must contain odd cycles of length at least five. Shannon [9] first noticed 
this in observing that /3(C,“) = 5 while /3(C,) = 2. It is also easy to 
verify that D(C,~) = 8 while o(C& = 3. The following theorems gene- 
ralize this: 
THEOREM 7.1. For1 <j<k, 
Proof. From Theorem 4.2, it follows that, since p is integral, 
582131&-3 
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Now we construct an independent set S in G to attain this bound; 
recalling our notation for C, , we see 
Let 
V(G) = {(x, v>l 0 d x < Xi, 0 < Y < 2k). 
S = (xi , yi) xi = 
i I 
L I 
2 ,yi = 2i(mod2k+ l), 
k 
for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., jk + [j/2] - 1 
S has [k/2] vertices at each odd x-coordinate and [(k + 1)/2J vertices at, 
each even x-coordinate, except for x = 2j, where S has 1 j/2] vertices. If 
(xm , y,,J and (x, , yn) are distinct vertices in S, with 0 < m -c n < jk + 
1 j/2] - 1, suppose a(x, , x,) < 1. Then either x, = x, , x, + 1 = x, , 
orx, = Oandx, = 2j.Ifx, = x,orx,,+ 1 = x,,wehave 
:. 1 < II - IPI < k - 1; 
:. 2 < 2~1 - 2m < 2k - 2. 
But ym = 2m(mod 2k + 1) and y, = 2n(mod 2k + l), thus d( ym , yla) > 2 
in C2,+, . Similarly, if x, = 0, x, = 2j, we have 
O<rn<&$-, jk<n<jk+lj/21-1; 
:. 0<2m,<k-1, 2jk,<2n <2jk+j-2; 
:. 0 < ym < k - 1, (2k + 1) - j < yn < (2k + 1) - 2 = 2k - 1. 
Recalling thatj ,< k, we finally have 
Thus, again, d( ym , yn) > 2 in C,,,, . Since, in S, d(x, , x,) ,( 1 implies 
d( ym , y,J >, 2, S is independent in C,,,l 0 C,,,, . And, by construction, 
I S I = jk + WI. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Forj 3 1, 
p(C2j+l) = j2 + lj/2] = [WI(') 
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Proof. This follows from the definition of 8 and the above theorem. 
Theorem 7.1 has an analog for a: 
THEOREM 7.3. For 2 < j < k, 
= (j + l)(k + 1) - [*I. 
Proof. That the right hand is a lower bound for u follows from 
Theorem 4.2 and the fact that 0 is integral. We now build a clique- 
covering % to attain this bound. Let G = Czj+l @ C,,,, be represented as 
in the proof of Theorem 7.1, and, for any vertex (x, v) in G, let Q(x, v) be 
the clique containing the vertices (x, v), (x + 1, v), (x, y + I), (x + 1, 
y + I), all sums taken module the length of the respective cycle. For an 
integer i 3 0, we let 
xi = [2i/(k + l)J, 
yi = 2i(mod 2k + 1). 
Then, let %Y be a clique-covering defined by 
v = /Q(xi, yi) 1 i = 0, 1,2,..., (j + I)(k + 1) - [+I - 11. 
It can be seen that the total number of vertices overlapped by cliques of %? 
is 2k + 1 if j is odd and 2k + 3 if j is even. Since each Q(xi , vi) contains 
four vertices, we have 
1 $J Q(xi 3 vi> / = 
4 ((j + I)(k + 1) - I+]) - (2k + l), j odd 
4 ((j + l)(k + 1) - I+]) - (2k t 3), j even 
= 4jk + 2j + 2k + 1 
= (2j + 1)(X + l), 
and hence C is a clique-cover of G of the required size. Q.E.D. 
Then, corresponding to Corollary 7.2, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 7.4, Forj > 2, 
a(C,2+,) = (j + 1)2 - [=!.+!I = [v]'"'. 
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Since h(G) = p(G) for all G, determining (T on higher powers of odd 
cycles is of little interest. Yet, with 8 unknown for odd cycles C,,,, , k > 2, 
calculation of fl on such cycles is clearly of interest. For example, if C,,,, 
were universal for some n, &C,,+,) would be determined. Yet lg(CZkfl) is 
an integer while 
P(Gc+,) = ( “2+ l )T 
hence, by Corollary 4.3, C,,,, is not universal. 
The proof of Theorem 7.1 suggests that, if k contains sufficient powers 
of 2 in its prime factorization, then f?(C,,+,) is arbitrarily near the upper 
bound p(C,,+d = (2k + 1)/2 established in (7). This is indeed so. 
THEOREM 7.5. If m = 2pj + 1, withp > 1 andj 2 1, then 
Proof. We define an independent set S in C,, as follows: 
If U = (x1 ) x2 )...) x,) and U’ = (x1’, x2’,..., x,‘) are two distinct vertices 
inSsuchthatd(xi,x,‘)<1for2<i\<p,thenxi’-xxi=Oor fl 
(mod 2Pj + l), hence 
2 < x1’ - x1 (mod 29 + 1) < 28-y + *** + 2j + 2j - 2 
2” - 1 
=j(-i- 1) +2j-2 
= 2pj - 2. 
Thus, d(x, , x,‘) 3 2; v and v’ are not adjacent; and S is therefore indepen- 
dent. Finally, we have 
1 s 1 = j(2Pj + I)P-1 = [ 29; l I’“‘. 
It follows from the definition of 0 that 
Q.E.D. 
e(c,,,+J > (1 2pj2’ l l(pyp. 
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Yet it is a straightforward exercise to establish that 
lim 
((I 





D-m 2 1 * 
Thus, for any E > 0, there are integers P and J such that, for p > P and 
j 3 J, 
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